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The must-have companion to Bill O'Reilly's historical docudrama Legends and Lies: The
Patriots, an exciting and eye-opening look at the Revolutionary War through the lives of its
leadersThe American Revolution was neither inevitable nor a unanimous cause. It pitted
neighbors against each other, as loyalists and colonial rebels faced off for their lives and futures.
These were the times that tried men's souls: no one was on stable ground and few could be
trusted. Through the fascinating tales of the first Americans, Legends and Lies: The Patriots
reveals the contentious arguments that turned friends into foes and the country into a
warzone.From the riots over a child's murder that led to the Boston Massacre to the suspicious
return of Ben Franklin, the "First American;" from the Continental Army's first victory under
George Washington's leadership to the little known southern Guerilla campaign of "Swamp Fox"
Francis Marion, and the celebration of America's first Christmas, The Patriots recreates the
amazing combination of resourcefulness, perseverance, strategy, and luck that led to this
country's creation.Heavily illustrated with spectacular artwork that brings this important history to
vivid life, and told in the same fast-paced, immersive narrative as the first Legends and Lies, The
Patriots is an irresistible, adventure-packed journey back into one of the most storied moments
of our nation's rich history.
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R. P. Grigsby, “Close to great- but not quite!!. I think I've read all of O'Reilly's books except
Kennedy. This is a well researched, fairly lightweight read. But it is not a page-turner like
previous O'Reilly books have been. It does not have the excitement of his book on Wild West
outlaws. But it does have good character outlines and stays pretty close to mainline historical
backgrounds.It is a worthy read, but it won't keep you up late to finish it!!”

new beginnings, “Good reads. As with the "KillingX" series these are good reads but history
light. Some of the sections could have been beefed up and others seemed to end abruptly but
that may just be me. There also appeared to be some overlap between this booking and Killing
England. ..The same words and phrases or close were used in both. If I were choosing I would
go with the Killing England book. The section in it on minority American rolls in the Revolution
are well worth reading in it.”

James T. Phoenix, “Great Detail. I liked the detail and learned a lot. I can't rate it a 5 because of
the organization. There are redundancies and chronological problems; in short poorly managed.
for instance it goes forward, then backward, then forward again in time. The battle of Yorktown
was presented in two different places thereby possibly confusing some readers if they don't have
a clear knowledge of the Revolution. Having read other of O'Reilly's books I have no regrets and
recommend them. The best so far for detail and organization was Killing Reagan. For a more
complete depiction of Valley Forge I recommend the book of that name by Newt Gingrich.”

P. House, “Another Bill O'Reilly hit!. We bought this book to preread prior to viewing the series on
FOX TV. O'Reilly and his co-author, David Fisher, presented our nation's founding patriots in an
easily readable yet factual format. The illustrations included add positively to understanding the
events surrounding the American Revolution and our establishment as a free and self-governing
nation. We recommend every middle and high school in our country add this wonderful and
historical tome to their required reading for social studies and American literature. Bill O'Reilly's
series of books have been a great addition to our own personal library, and we hope he'll
continue to provide us with many more like it to come.”

Frank A, “A book worthy of your time. This book was not as good as others under Bill OReiley's
name. It will not disappoint the reader unless they are in search of substantial work using original
documents. It is easy to enjoy for your reading pleasure but lacks new insights and information
for an avid reader of this time period. Worthy of four stars but lacking the content to earn the fifth
star.”

Kilroy, “EASY READ !!!. I HIGHLY RECOMEND this book to anyone who appreciates the
freedom we all are so fortunate to enjoy.The only politics in this book are the politics preceding



our revolution against Britain. The Stamp Tax and other such things. The truth about the Tea
Party. The book is written by David Fisher!!! Bill O;reilly's name is on it I believe simply because
he has promoted the book. That's the only reason I can think of. Read this book. All students
should read it. It tells the tale of our Founding Fathers with each chapter dedicated to one of
them.This is an EASY  READ !!!”

Rongr, “Which is What?. Great book and wonderful pictures and maps. Although most readers
have grown up studying the history of these Patriots, this book gives a different slant on what
and how they accomplished their feats. I really like the book because it supposes to clarify
history, not change it. The book is humorously titled, Legends and Lies, and that will leave it up
to the reader to determine which is what.  Enjoy!”

Donna K. Marshall, “Calling all Patriots. This book walks you through the early days of the
forming of this nation from tyrannical English rule. It is a great history to add to the making of this
nation.”

thevakoritsi, “They are so well written and a joy to read. We have all of Bill O'Reilly's books. They
are so well written and a joy to read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “BOOK. EXCELLENT READING WOULD RECOMMEND”

Katrina S, “Four Stars. Good book. Love this series”

Sleepy Hollow, “Five Stars. Enjoyable, informative reading.”

The book by David Fisher has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,330 people have provided feedback.
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